



Sensor buttons for Tuya Smart home

In 2021, the pandemic radically changed the situation in many sectors
of the economy, such as construction, food services, retail and entertainment.
They all faced one common problem: the active interaction of people
with each other and with the material world.



 
  

The new digital reality that has come with the pandemic, the fear of touching
and the remote communication format have confronted humanity with technological,
social and legal challenges on a global scale. AGRG.DESIGN is capable of adapting
to any changes and of deriving benefits from any changes for itself and its clients.

What people are looking for most is no-touch functionality. AGRG EYWA BUTTON R sensor button is
based on a combination of high technology and the latest trends in modern design. The trends for 2021
reflect the desire for harmony between beauty, functionality and the wish to be closer to nature. AGRG
EYWA BUTTON R is equipped with XENSIV™ 24 GHz radar technology by Europe's largest
microelectronics manufacturer Infineon Technologies. It is also equipped with built-in complex
presence-detection software and provides extremely high accuracy in detecting any moving object.

Radar technology offers unique advantages
over traditional detection technologies used
to detect human presence, such as ultrasonic
or passive infrared (PIR) sensors, as well
as over more modern laser technologies.

The ability to detect any movement makes AGRG EYWA BUTTON R a unique device of its kind that no
other manufacturer of Smart Home systems could offer before. The sensor button supports two
operation modes by Tuya Smart App. The first is a no-touch button (activate / deactivate the button by
waving a hand 4 inches (10 cm) away). The second is a security radar sensor, which detects the speed,
size and direction of movement of an object in a room (the approximate coverage of the area in the
room depends on the settings and is in the range of 100-270 ft2 (10-25 m2) per AGRG EYWA BUTTON R
sensor). Furthermore, the device is protected against false alarms and does not react to pets, which
makes it possible to detect unauthorized intrusion into your home or office with the highest accuracy
without additional window or door sensors.
In addition, the AGRG EYWA BUTTON R sensor button supports Tuya Smart technology, thus all devices
with the Powered by Tuya logo (more than 500 types of products: lighting, household appliances, and
security equipment) are fully compatible with each other and allow implementing complex interaction
scenarios with ordinary users without involving specialized technical experts
Besides, a modern high-tech device cannot help but be environmentally friendly. Our natural materials
and their processing methods make AGRG EYWA BUTTON R a luxury product. Each button is
manufactured not merely by a digital-program controlled machine, but by a pair of very human hands.
Each of our devices is processed by hand and retains the warmth of the hand of our wood-processing
craftsmen. Restoring craft traditions is an important mission that AGRG.DESIGN supports and
promotes together with the global design community. We value the uniqueness of each item, the
natural texture of wood that you can only achieve by handling the woodworking. We want AGRG EYWA
BUTTON to fill your interior with life, to make it special and to give it a personality.

THE BUTTONS ARE DESIGNED FOR INDOOR
INSTALLATION AND CONTINUOUS 24/7 OPERATION

AGRG EYWA BUTTON R basic lines

CLASSICS

agrg.design
ART

Wood choice
ash, oak
Any possible textures and colors from
suggested on the website agrg.design

Price from
$ 475 / piece
$ 660 / piece

Individual pricing (additional to Classics или Art)

Brass intarsia

$ 40 / piece

Application of the customer's logo

$ 40 / piece

Illumination colors changing

$ 200 / shipment

No label (without logo AGRG DESIGN)

$ 270 / piece
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